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Abstract
In this paper the principle of loss and current related
motor management of permanent magnet synchronous
machines is demonstrated. For this purpose a simplified Modelica model of an interior permanent magnet
machine synchronous machine drive is presented.
In this model copper, core and friction losses are
considered. Simulations then used to determine
operating points of minimum current demand and
losses, respectively. Based on simulation results some
basic insights into motor management are presented.
General aspects of motor management modeling are
then discussed.
Keywords: Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine,
Field Oriented Control, Optimization of Field Current
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Introduction

Due to the rising demand on mobility together with
contradictions such as climate change and scarce resources a rising variety of electric and hybrid electric
vehicles is currently offered. For such vehicles high
torque densities and efficiencies of the electric drive
are demanded. In particular the total losses of the
electric drive shall be as low as possible considering
a given derive cycle.
Nowadays, three types of electric machines are commonly used:
• induction machine with squirrel cage
• electrically excited synchronous machines
• permanent magnet (PM) synchronous machine
Typically, asynchronous induction machines are very
reliable due to the robust design of the squirrel cage.
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However, they need a magnetizing current component
to excite the magnetic field. Electrically excited synchronous machines have a separate field winding in
the rotor which – for vehicle applications – is usually
supplied through slip rings. For induction and electrically excited synchronous machines, additional copper losses arise due to the currents required for exciting magnetic field. In permanent magnet synchronous
machines the magnetic field is mainly excited by the
permanent magnets. Rare earth magnets have a high
energy density and show thus a very high torque and
power density.
In the base speed range of either machine, voltage
is more or less linearly proportional to speed. Since
the voltage is limited by the available battery voltage, higher speeds can only be realized by reducing
the magnetic field in the machine – this is the field
weakening range. In induction and electrically excited
synchronous machines this measure is performed by
reducing the field current. In permanent magnet synchronous machines, the permanent magnets cannot be
switched off. In order to yet operate the machine in the
field weakening range, a current component has to be
controlled such way that it counteracts the field caused
by the permanent magnet.
For all kinds of machines, one and the same mechanical operating point can be accomplished by different
combinations of field and torque generating current
components. So obviously, there exists a certain potential of operating an electric drive such way that the
total current or losses, respectively, are as low as possible [1, 2, 3]. In this paper the case of a permanent
magnet synchronous machine drive is investigated in
order to reveal some basic insights on optimal motor
management [4].
In particular, the two optimization cases are investigated. First, minimum losses of the machine are examined, since low losses represent a high efficiency of
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the machine and thus enable higher energy utilization.
Second, minimum current are investigated, since the
maximum current is limited by the power electronics
and current also influences the total losses of the power
converter.

2

Field Oriented Control of PM Machine

Figure 1: Transformation for the current phasor from
the stator to the rotor frame, considering the transforThe functional principles of induction and synmation angle γ
chronous machines are the same: if we feed three sinusoidal currents i1 , i2 and i3 with a time phase shift
of 120° to three windings in the stator that are spaced
by 120° at the circumference, we achieve a magnetic
field wave in the air gap of constant amplitude, rotating
with an angular velocity dependent on the frequency of
the currents. The rotating magnetic field can be represented by a complex current space phasor,

2
i=
i1 + ai2 + a2 i3
3
where
a = ej

2π
3

Figure 2: The total stator flux linkage phasor Ψ is com(1) posed of the flux of the magnet ΨPM and the inductive
components due the total main inductance and current
components
(2)

The zero component
i0 =

1
(i1 + i2 + i3 )
3

(3)

arrangement showing the same number of pole pairs, it
is evident that the rotor will try to align in the rotating
magnetic field. Thus it is useful to decompose the stator current space phasor into a component aligned with
the rotor poles, id , and a perpendicular component, iq
(pointing to the pole gap). Having information about
the rotor orientation – and therefore about the field orientation – it is possible to control the field current id
and the torque generating current iq independent from
each other – similar as in DC machines.

is usually avoided by normal drive designs since it has
no effect on power exchange with the rotor. The current space phasor (1) and the zero component (3) can
be interpreted as a linear transformation of the three
winding current i1 , i2 and i3 . Rotating the current
space phasor (1) into a rotor fixed coordinate frame,
it can be represented by current components of the d
2.1 Torque Generation
and q axis,
(4)
ir = ie−jγ = id + jiq ,
The electromagnetic torque generated in the air gap
see Fig. 1, where γ is the angle between stator and of a PM machine is a reaction between magnetic flux
rotor frame. The space phasor transformation can be linked with the stator winding, Ψ , and the conjugate
applied to voltages and flux linkages as well to model complex current space phasor:
the machine behavior. The flux linked with the stator
winding can be determined by
3p
(6)
τel = − Im (Ψ i∗ )
2
Taking into account the nature of the permanent mag(5)
Ψ = ΨPM + Lmd id + jLmq iq ,
net synchronous machine with different magnetic consee Fig. 2, where the flux of the permanent magnet, ductances in the direction of the poles (d-axis) and in
direction of the pole gaps (q-axis), we obtain:
ΨPM , is aligned with the d axis.
The number of pole pairs, p, is defined by the repetition of the stator winding along the circumference.
Since the rotor is equipped with a permanent magnet
160

τel =

2p
(ΨPM iq + (Lmd − Lmq ) id iq )
3
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In this equation, Lmd and Lmq are the total main inductances in the d and q axis, respectively, representing the magnetic reluctances of these axes. For magnetically isotropic machines with Lmd = Lmq the
electromagnetic torque is directly proportional to the
product of the magnetic flux linkage of the permanent
magnet, ΨPM , and the current in the q axis. The permeability of permanent magnets is almost equal to air.
Thus, magnetically isotropic machines typically have
the magnets mounted on the surface of the rotor, see
Fig. 3a.
It is evident from (7) that for machines with different magnetic reluctances in d and q axis an additional
torque component arises – the reluctance torque. This
torque component is proportional to the product of the
d and q axis current and the difference between the inductances of the d and q axis. An anisotropic rotor
configuration is shown in Fig. 3b interior permanent
magnets. In order to gain a higher reluctance torque it
is desirable to make the difference between the inductances of the d and q axis as large as possible.
Even though surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous machine reveal a certain potential for minimizing losses [5, 6], the potential is much higher
in case of interior mounted permanent magnet synchronous machines [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].

2.2

(a) surface magnets

(b) interior magnets

Figure 3: Permanent magnet rotor configurations
Friction torque is modeled as a power of rotor speed –
represented by parameter af . Friction losses are thus
determined by


Ω af +1
,
(10)
Pf = Pf,ref
Ωref
where Ω is the mechanical angular rotor speed and index ref indicates a reference point.
Due to the great dependency of torque from the current
components id and iq in (7), a high potential for saving
current and losses, respectively, is obvious.

2.3 Voltage Induction
The induced voltage under stationary operating conditions is given by

Losses

In order to minimize current consumption or losses,
respectively, the total losses of the PM machine have
to be taken into account. For the investigated machine,
ohmic losses, core losses and friction losses are considered.
Ohmic losses (copper losses) are directly proportional
to the total stator winding resistance, Rs , and the sum
of the squared winding currents,

v = jωΨ = jω (ΨPM + Lmd id ) − ωLmq iq .

(11)

For zero current in the q axis, the induced voltage
solely depends on the flux linkage due to the permanent magnet and the current of the d axis and the electrical angular speed,
ω=

Ω
.
p

(12)

For zero current in both axes the induced voltage rises
(8) linearly with speed ω. When the induced voltage exceeds the maximum voltage, determined by the availCore losses are usually separated into eddy current able battery voltage, the field has to be weakened in orlosses and hysteresis losses [12, 13]. Some models der to further increase speed. This can be achieved by
even take excess losses into account, but these losses injecting a negative d axis current component which
are usually inherently considered by the eddy current reduces the total flux linked with the stator winding,
loss model. In the presented paper machine models of see (5).
the Modelica Standard Library (MSL) 3.2 are used, so
hysteresis losses are not taken into account. The total
core losses are thus modeled dependent on the voltage 3 Modelica Model of the Drive
induced by the flux Ψ, linked with the stator winding,
Fig. 4 shows the Modelica model used for investigat 2
ing the motor management of the drive. A permanent
dΨ
3
.
(9) magnet synchronous machine model – taken from the
Pc = Gc
2
dt
3
PCu = Rs (i21 + i22 + i23 ) = Rs is i∗s .
2
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parameter
number of pole pairs
nominal frequency
nominal RMS voltage per phase
nominal RMS no load voltage per phase
nominal torque
nominal stator resistance per phase
nominal stator stray reactance per phase
nominal main reactance per phase, d axis
nominal main reactance per phase, q axis
nominal core losses

value

unit

50
100
75
180
0.03
0.1
0.3
0.6
500

Hz
V
V
Nm
Ω
Ω
Ω
Ω
W

Table 1: Machine parameters used for the analysis of
the motor management
Figure 4: Modelica model of the drive
600

• torque,
• speed, and
• the range for varying the current component id .
Output variables of the investigated model are the total current consumption and the total machine losses.
In the presented paper the optimum point of operation is determined manually by either varying speed or
162

500

10%

400
Losses[W]

MSL 3.2 – is fed by a signal current source. This simplification represents an idealized supply case without
modeling the details of a power inverter. This way
pulse width modulation (PWM) specific effects are
not taken into account, since the reference values of
the d and q axis current are directly injected into the
machine after an inverse space phasor transformation,
i.e., calculating the instantaneous three phase currents
(block currentController).
The shaft of the machine is coupled by an ideal speed
source. An angle sensor is used to feed back the angle
between stator and rotor frame, γ, to the inverse space
phasor transformation.
The field exciting current, id , is varied linearly within a
given range; the block limitVoltage ensures that
the actual terminal voltage does not exceed the available DC voltage source, representing the battery voltage of an electric or hybrid electric vehicle. The q current component is determined by a integral controller
which is fed by the difference between desired and actual torque. The integral time of this controller is very
small such that control specific effects are negligible
in the performed investigation.
A certain point of operation as well as the range for
optimization are determined by
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Figure 5: Losses at 25% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 10-25-50-75-100% nominal
speed
torque, and fixing the remaining parameters and variables, respectively. This way characteristic curves are
obtained, see section 4. The machine parameters used
for the analysis are presented in Tab. 1.

4 Simulation Results
In this chapter simulation results at different loads,
both for motor and generator operation, and different speeds at varying direct axis current are summarized. The optimal d axis currents for minimal machine losses is indicated in the figures.
Fig. 5 shows at 25% nominal torque – motor operation
– that machine losses rise with rising speed, due to the
increase of core losses. Fig. 6 extends the trend to field
weakening. Since only eddy current losses are taken
into account, core losses are nearly constant. Decreasing the q axis current demand (limitation of torque
proportional to the inverse of speed) decreases copper
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Figure 6: Losses at 25% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 100-110-120-130-150% nominal Figure 8: Losses at 100% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 100-110-120-130-150% nomspeed
inal speed
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Figure 7: Losses at 100% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 10-25-50-75-100% nominal
Figure 9: Losses at 100% nominal torque, generator
speed
operation, speed variation 10-25-50-75-100% nominal
speed
losses, whereas increasing the d axis current – in order
to limit the stator voltage – increases copper losses.
The trend depends strongly on the actual machine parameters, i.e., inductances and reference losses.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the same dependencies, but at
100% nominal torque – motor operation. Since for
higher torque demand and therefore higher current the
influence of copper losses is higher, losses decrease
in the field weakening region with rising speed. Additionally it can be observed that a variation of the d
axis current is limited by the need of field weakening
to avoid exceeding the voltage limit.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 depict the same dependencies at
100% nominal torque, but for generator operation,
with only small differences compared to motor oper- Figure 10: Losses at 100% nominal torque, generaation.
tor operation, speed variation 100-110-120-130-150%
Additionally to determining the optimal d axis cur- nominal speed
rent for minimum machine losses, minimum total cur2000
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Figure 14: Total current consumption at 100% nomFigure 11: Total current consumption at 100% nomi- inal torque, generator operation, speed variation 100nal torque, motor operation, speed variation 10-25-50- 110-120-130-150% nominal speed
75-100% nominal speed
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Figure 15: Losses at 125% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 10-25-50-75-100% nominal
Figure 12: Total current consumption at 100% nomispeed
nal torque, motor operation, speed variation 100-110120-130-150% nominal speed
rent is analyzed. The total current consumption for
100% nominal torque in motor operation is depicted
in Fig. 11, showing increasing total current for rising
speed. This is due to the fact that losses – including
rising core losses – have to be covered by electric active power consumption. For the field weakening region – depicted in Fig. 12 – decreasing losses lead to
decreasing electric power consumption and therefore
decreasing current consumption.
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the same dependencies at
100% nominal torque, but for generator operation.
The main difference compared with motor operation
results from the fact that core losses cause a braking
torque, which reduces the demand for electric torque.
Figure 13: Total current consumption at 100% nomi- In the region of constant magnetic field this leads to
nal torque, generator operation, speed variation 10-25- decreasing current demand at rising speed.
Fig. 15 shows at 125% nominal torque – overload mo50-75-100% nominal speed
tor operation – that machine losses rise with rising
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point in an online application, since an additional
dimension of variability – for picking the optimum d and q axis currents – is added.
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Figure 16: Losses at 125% nominal torque, motor operation, speed variation 100-110-120-130-150% nominal speed
speed, due to the increase of core losses. Fig. 16 extends the trend to field weakening. For speed above
nominal speed a high d axis current demand can be
noticed. The optimum for each speed can be found at
the minimum d axis current that is sufficient to limit
stator voltage.

5

• In a real application, the contribution of hysteresis loss may have a significant impact on the exact
total core losses. However, this is can be accomplished by modifying the core loss equation (9)
according to [13].
• In the proposed model, eddy current losses of the
permanent magnets are not taken into account.
Such losses most likely have to be considered in
a real application, sometimes even if the magnets
are segmented [16].
• The PWM supply of the power inverter gives rise
to certain voltage harmonics which in turn influence the total core losses. In the proposed eddy
current model high frequency skin effects with respect to the core flux are not taken into account.
However, in particular, PWM related voltage harmonics give rise to additional hysteresis losses
due to minor hysteresis loops [17].
• More precisely, in order to maximize the total
efficiency of an electric or hybrid electric vehicle, the total losses of the machine and the power
converter and the battery have to be minimized,
considering all actual current limits and temperatures. In particular the system optimization is
a great challenge due the interdependency of the
individual losses from the control variables and
the (time dependent) limits.

Discussion

The presented simulation results rely on a simplified
model of a permanent magnet synchronous machine.
Based on the obtained results, one could implement an
interpolation table, for controlling the optimum d and
q axis current in a real application. In this case for
a particular speed, torque and available battery voltage, the optimum d and q axis currents have to be precalculated and stored in such interpolation table.
However, in a real drive application, some even more 6 Conclusions
complex effects arise which have to be considered
properly. In the following the most relevant effects are The concept of optimizing the field current or the
be discussed:
losses of an anisotropic permanent magnet synchronous machine has been demonstrated using a sim• The main field inductances are non-linearly deplified Modelica model. Simulation results have been
pendent on currents due to the saturating characpresented for the base speed and the field weakening
teristic of the core [14]. Additionally, the flux
region. In the performed investigations the maximum
contributions with respect to the d and q axis are
available voltage of the battery is taken into account.
not fully magnetically decoupled as suggested in
Limitations of the presented model are discussed and
(5). Therefore, cross saturation effects may have
compared to real drive applications.
to be taken into account [15].
• The ohmic losses are temperature dependent. In
order to correctly estimate ohmic losses or the optimal d and q axis currents, temperature has to be
either measured or estimated. Temperature, however, complicates setting the optimum operating
DOI
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